Safe House-AAR by Roger Burley
In the pre-mission briefing, Lt. Gold updated the two USMC sections of the
platoon he would accompany. The objective was a small village on the summit of Hill
100. The Intel indicated a possible Taliban safe house. That same Intel estimated the
resistance at about a dozen fighters. In keeping with the low profile of the safe house, no
heavy weapons had yet been detected.

Sgt Jordan’s 1st Section (with the squad leader GySgt Parson) and his assistant
Corporal Cantrell would approach from the east through a dagger-shaped clump of trees,
towards the two center buildings and the top of Hill 100. Once those buildings were
cleared, or their approach was detected, the 2nd section would move from the northwest to
clear the rocky ground in that area. Simultaneously, Lt Gold would approach from the
south and provide fire support with an automatic grenade launcher (gunner PFC Nuñez)
mounted on a HMMWV.
This deployment offered the best opportunity to capture any high value targets
that might be hiding in the safe house. A small convoy, carrying the U.S. platoon,
approached to within 3 km of the village. The Marines were discharged into a snowstorm
that started in the early morning hours and had already deposited about 2 feet of snow.
Although it masked their approach, it reduced their speed to an exhausting jog.

Marwan went out into the snow to inspect his
defensive positions, first to the east where Najib was
manning the east post with the group’s light machine gun just
near the top of the hill in the woods. From there, he circled
north to the building that housed his men, three of whom
were resting, after standing watch during the night.
Continuing west, Marwan climbed over a slight rise and
down to a rock outcropping that was his second outpost.
There, his trusted brother, Obaidullah, and one of the two
RPGs his group possessed took up positions.

Although the two buildings to the south were empty, one was a garage that
concealed the vehicles and escorts of those using the safe house.
Parson’s men tried to move as quietly as
possible, but invariably, their footsteps crunched
loudly through the frozen snow. Parson was
surprised that no one from the village seemed to
notice. This route shielded their approach to the top
of Hill 100.

GySgt Parson and his point man
examined the woods carefully, looking for any
hidden positions. As the section cautiously
entered the woods, they methodically searched
for any hidden Taliban.

Watching the north side of the woods
for any movement, Corporal Cantrell was on the right flank.

As they moved into the woods, the section continued slowly
towards the top of the hill. Because of the slope, only the very top of the building ahead
was visible, and the crest of the hill was still hidden
from view. Ahead of the point man was a small
clearing in the forest.
As he looked across the clearing, he noticed
something that seemed out of place.
Across the clearing, Najib detected snow
falling from a tree across the small clearing in the
middle of the woods. Quietly, he nudged the
machine gunner. The man nodded and pulled the
butt of an RPK to his shoulder.
Instantly, the point man goes loud with a full burst
uphill at the previously suspicious objects. This burst hit
the gunner, and put him out of action. The bullet passed
through his right side, into his shoulder and out his leg.
This caused him to lose consciousness. Surprised by the
fire, Najib, instinctively grabbed his fallen cromrade’s
RPK. Parson and his point man reacted to Najib’s
movement by firing several rounds in that direction. Two
rounds slammed into Najib’s arm, and knocked him
down. The cacophony of fire from the north side of the
woods alerted Marwan that his group was under attack.

Marwan

Marwan spotted the head and shoulders of a man just over a slight rise north of
the east woods. He fired several shots, and the man (Corporal Cantrell) disappeared
behind the rise. Hiding or dead, Marwan did not
know. Marwan continued to scan the woods and
the approaches to the safe house.

As his gunner lay moaning beside him,
Najib drifted in and out of consciousness. In the
building behind him, another brother moved to the
roof and peered over the low parapet. He spotted
the point man and quickly fired. This burst hit the
soldier following the point man, but both dropped
to the ground. GySgt Parson noted the fire and
returned several shots at the roof.
To the west and north, the 2nd section entered
the board. With no threat immediately to their front,
the northern group started moving towards a long
band of woods to the west of town. Led by SSgt

Fisher, the assault team reacted to the sporadic gunfire by taking cover.

Lt Gold drove his HMMWV up to
the edge of the village and searched for the
source of the firefight. PFC Nuñez was also
seeking a target for his grenade launcher.

As Parson double-tapped his
weapon in the direction of the roof,
Marwan and Obaidullah both fired
several shots at him. Parson was hit
in both legs and fell to the ground.

Both Lt Gold and PFC Nuñez spotted the rooftop shooter. Without aiming,
Nuñez fired six 40mm grenades. Although this volley blew in the front door, it left the
enemy fighter unharmed. The Marines engaged with the shooter from the east woods had
a moment of doubt, as the first three rounds drifted towards them.
The shooter took cover to clear a jam of his AK-47. When the grenades started
landing, he dropped the AK-47 and reached for an RPG to return fire on the HMMWV.

Before the shooter could bring the
RPG to bear, PFC Nuñez fired another six
grenades. As the shooter readied his RPG,
five of the rounds landed on the roof, killing
him instantly.

SSgt Fisher and his half-section
opened fire on Marwan and Obaidullah,
hitting both. Marwan was hit and
incapacitated. Obaidullah was hit 4 times,
right thigh, left calf, left arm and in the groin,
dropping him flat on the rock outcropping.
The RPG gunner took a snapshot.
Fortunately for SSgt Fisher and his men, the
round exploded behind them. The RPG
gunner turned to pickup Marwan’s AK-74,
when the Marines’ next volley hit him in the
left side, knocking him down and
incapacitating him.
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The three surviving Taliban fighters in the bunkhouse slipped out of the building
and moved to the northeast, passing through a few stands of trees. The Taliban fighters
managed to slip past the Marines and alert their network that the safe house was
compromised. Two young teenage fighters in the safe house were throwing papers and
computer disks into the fireplace, when the Marines burst in the door and captured them.

The game lasted 2½ turns (each turn comprised of 8 phases). The first 1½ turns were
expended just getting 1st section to the middle of the woods. The Taliban had no real
actions until the Marines approached the small opening in the woods, just east of the safe
house. Although the Taliban made a lot of acquisition attempts, the woods and the
terrain shielded the Marines’ approach.
The HMMWV and second section came on board at the start of the second turn.
Once the shooting commenced, the game was effectively over in 1 turn.
Although the Mk 19 could not knock down buildings, it was used to devastating
effect on all lightly protected units.

